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Abstract
We measured the precision (i.e. Weber fraction) and the accuracy with which the time to collision (TTC) with a simulated
approaching object is estimated. We simulated a rigid spherical object and a rigid nonspherical object (an oblate spheroid whose
longer axis was vertical). We used the following viewing conditions: that the available information about TTC was only
monocular (M), only binocular (B) and monocular plus binocular (M and B). In addition to the approaching SPHERE condition,
we used the following three simulation conditions for the oblate spheroid: (2) a slow rotation through 90° (SIDE–END); (3) a
slow rotation through 90° (END–SIDE); (4) several complete rapid rotations (RROT). Weber fractions for discriminating TTC
were similar for all 12 combinations of viewing and simulation conditions. When only monocular information was available,
perceived TTC was longer in the M:SIDE–END condition than in the M:SPHERE condition, and shorter in the M: END–SIDE
condition than in the M:SPHERE condition. As well, observers were strongly influenced by task–irrelevent variables in the
M:SIDE–END condition so that they could not properly perform the task. The addition of binocular information considerably
improved the accuracy of estimating TTC in simulation conditions SPHERE, END–SIDE and RROT, and allowed reliably
accurate estimations to be made in the SIDE–END simulation condition. We suggest that, when binocular information is
combined with monocular information about TTC, the two kinds of information are weighted roughly equally when the
approaching object is a rigid sphere, but the binocular information is weighted more heavily when the approaching object is
nonspherical and rotating. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hoyle (1957) showed that, in an astronomical con-
text, the time to collision (TTC) with a rigid object
moving directly towards an observing eye at constant
speed is given by Eq. (1)
TTC: u:(du:dt) (1)
where u is the object’s instantaneous angular subtense.
Following Lee (1976) [who called the right hand side of
Eq. (1), Tau ], several authors have suggested that Eq.
(1) is used by car drivers, aircraft pilots and sportsplay
ers to estimate the time to collision with rigid spherical
objects and also with rigid nonspherical objects (such as
cars) that are not rotating and, consequently, have a
retinal image that does not change shape while expand-
ing (Lee & Lishman, 1977; Schiff & Detwiler, 1979;
Todd, 1981; Lee, Lishman, & Thomson, 1982; Kruk &
Regan, 1983; Lee, Young, Reddish, Lough & Clayton,
1983; Warren, Young, & Lee, 1986; Cavallo & Laurent,
1988; Bootsma & van Wieringen, 1990; Karnavas,
Bahill, & Regan, 1990; DeLucia, 1991; Savelsbergh,
Whiting, & Bootsma, 1991; Regan, 1992, 1995, 1997).
And, providing a candidate physiological basis for TTC
judgement, Wang and Frost (1992) reported that the
pigeon brain contains neurons that signal the time to
collision with a simulated rigid sphere that is approach-
ing at constant speed.
Although the retinal image of a rotating nonspherical
object that is approaching the eye may change shape
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when expanding2, the retinal image does carry informa-
tion as to the approximate TTC, especially when the
object is not too close. This point can be understood as
follows. Consider the flat irregularly-shaped object de-
picted in Fig. 1 whose relative dimensions in the x, y and
z (at right angles to the plane of the paper) directions are
1:1:0.1. Suppose that it remains at a constant distance
from the observing eye while rotating about an axis RR %
through its centre of mass. Within the meridian perpen-
dicular to RR % and at right angles to the paper the
angular subtense of the retinal image varies by approx-
imately 10:1 during each rotation: between edge-on (as
shown) and side-on. But, provided that the viewing
distance is not very short, the change of angular subtense
within the meridian parallel to RR % varies much less. In
particular the change of angular subtense during one
rotation (i.e. between extreme value of u1 and u2) is only
about 1.1:1 at the distance illustrated, and becomes
negligible at long distances.
If the object were approaching the eye at constant
speed while rotating, and if the observer could identify
the axis of rotation, it would, in principle, be possible to
obtain a good approximation to the TTC by attending
only to the TTC signalled by the relative rate of expan-
sion within the meridian parallel to the axis of rotation.
Although psychophysical data on the human ability to
judge the time to collision with an approaching rigid
object that is nonspherical and also rotating are lacking,
the results of several previous studies that bear indirectly
on the question suggest, that observers would not be able
to perform the task.
It is well known that isotropic (i.e. constant-shape)
expansion of a retinal image of arbitrary shape com-
monly produces an impression of motion in depth
(Wheatstone, 1852; Johansson, 1964; Regan & Beverley,
1978a,b). However as Poincare´ (1913) pointed out, when
an object’s retinal image is expanding isotropically two
quite different explanations are geometrically possible:
the object might be physically changing size; or the
object might be moving in depth. (And, of course,
combination of the two cannot be distinguished using
only the information contained in a single two-dimen-
sional retinal image.) Poincare´ suggested that the brain
resolves the ambiguity between changes in an object’s
size and changes in its distance by utilizing visual
changes produced by active exploratory head move-
ments. A different explanation for the same problem, put
forward by Fiandt and Gibson (1959) was that, ‘the
perspectives of rigid objects constitute one kind of
stimulus for vision and that the other group, the ‘rub-
bery transformations’, constitute another kind of stimu-
lus for vision.’ According to Johansson (1964), both of
these hypothesis have the weakness that they do not
adequately deal with the perception of combined motion
and form changes.
Beverley and Regan (1979a) proposed a quite different
explanation. Pointing out that an object moving towards
the observer not uncommonly calls for a rapid motor
response such as evasion, they suggested that in evolu-
tionary terms there might be some competitive advan-
tage to the organism whose visual system was biased to
produce a safest guess percept in response to isotropic
expansion of an object’s retinal image. By not submitting
an isotropically-expanding retinal image to leisurely
cognitive evaluation, such as a bias would ensure an
unthinkingly and unhesitatingly rapid response to a
predator approaching on a collision course. The occa-
sional aberrant response to an expanding object would
be a small price to pay for the certainty of rapid
defensive reaction to real threat. In support of their
suggestion they reported that the effectiveness of retinal
image expansion as a stimulus for motion in depth
perception was severely reduced when the shape of the
object’s retinal image changed during expansion (Retinal
image dynamics of this kind does not correspond to an
approaching predator on a collision course.)
In a later investigation of this effect, Beverley and
Regan (1980) reported a strong across-meridians nonlin-
ear interaction. In particular, visual responses to expan-
sion of the horizontal angular diameter (uH) of the
retinal image were considerably affected by the value of
uV:(duV:dt), and responses to expansion of the vertical
angular diameter (uV) were considerably affected by the
value of uH:(duH:dt). In particular, there was a consid-
erable change in the response to retinal image expansion
when uV:(duV:dt) was equal to uH:(duH:dt)3. The signifi-
cance of this finding is that uV:(duV:dt) is the TTC for
the vertical diameter of the retinal image and uH:(duH:
dt) is the TTC for the horizontal diameter of the retinal
image. Beverley and Regan concluded that the TTCs for
the horizontal and vertical meridians must have been
computed before the stage at which the motion-in-depth
signal was generated.
Thus, if it is the case that observers estimate TTC on
the basis of the perceived speed of motion in depth, then
observers will not in general be able to estimate accu-
rately the TTC with a rotating nonspherical object
because motion–in–depth perception is severely af-
fected when a shape change accompanies expansion
(Regan & Beverley, 1978a; Beverley & Regan, 1979a) —
even though the relative rate of dilation within the
2 This is not necessarily so. For example, Regan and Hamstra (1993)
simulated the case of a rigid cylindrical object that was rotating about
its axis of symmetry while moving towards the eye; the rectangular
shape of the retinal image does not change during the expansion.
3 The spread of the changing-size aftereffect from the moving edges
was reduced 2.5-fold when the equation was satisfied, revealing a
strongly nonlinear interaction between visual responses to orthogonal
edges.
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meridian parallel to the axis of rotation does signal the
approximate TTC.
Tresilian (1991, 1993) has provided a theoretical dis-
cussion of how observers might estimate TTC with a
rotating nonspherical object. Here we report the results
of an empirical investigation. We document (a) Weber
fractions for discriminating time to collision and (b)
errors in estimating absolute time to collision. We used
the following two kinds of simulated approaching ob-
ject: a rigid spherical object and a rotating nonspherical
object. For simplicity we chose, as the simulated ap-
proaching nonspherical object, a tumbling rigid oblate
spheroid (i.e. a three-dimensional shape like a blunt-
ended version of a rugby ball or American football).
2. Experiment 1
2.1. Purpose
The aim of Experiment 1 was restricted to comparing
Weber fractions for discriminating differences of TTC.
We did not measure errors in estimating absolute TTC.
We investigated the following three cases: two targets
that expanded while changing shape; one target that
expanded without changing shape. In Experiment 1
neither of the two kinds of shape change was periodic.
Although viewing was binocular, only the monocular
cue to TTC (i.e. Eq. (1)) was available4.




Rather than using a real moving object we simulated
an approaching object by creating the retinal images
that would be produced by an object moving at a
constant speed along a straight line towards the eye.
The apparatus and procedure were as described in Gray
and Regan (1998) except that the shape of the spot
could be varied. This was achieved using analogue
electronics of our own design.
We simulated a rotating approaching oblate
spheroidal object that slowly (0.2 rotations s1) rotated
through 90° during the maximum value of presentation
duration (1.25 s). The two rotation cases were: (1) a
spheroid initially viewed end-on that rotated 90° about
its horizontal axis so that it was eventually viewed
side-on (Fig. 2, END–SIDE); (2) a spheroid initially
viewed side-on that rotated 90° about its horizontal axis
so that it was eventually seen end-on (Fig. 2, SIDE–
END). In the END–SIDE condition the vertical merid-
ian expanded more quickly than the horizontal
meridian, while in the SIDE–END condition the verti-
cal meridian expanded more slowly than the horizontal
meridian. The simulated approaching sphere is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 (SPHERE). Fig. 2 brings out the point
that the shorter diameters (the horizontal diameters)
were the same for the three targets both at the start of
the presentation (top row) and also after 1.25 s (bottom
row) and, therefore, provided identical information
about TTC in all three simulation conditions. For
completeness, we also measured responses to a simu-
lated rapidly-rotating (ten times faster, i.e. two rota-
tions per s) approaching nonspherical object that
completed one or more complete rotations during its
approach.
The approaching object was simulated as follows.
The angular size of an approaching rigid sphere at time
(ut) is given by
Fig. 1. A rotating irregularly-shaped object. See text for details.
4 As in many previous studies of TTC, this might be regarded as a
cue-conflict situation; monocular information indicated a finite TTC,
while binocular information indicates an infinite TTC. But, on the
other hand, we collected data with one eye covered from both
observers and found no significant difference between binocular and
monocular viewing.





where ut0 is the object’s initial size (i.e. at time t0)
and T is the object’s TTC at time t0 (Regan &
Hamstra, 1993). We caused the angular size of the
spherical target shown in Fig. 2 to change according to
Eq. (2) by loading Eq. (2) into the memory of a
Wavetek model 75 arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG). The output of the AWG controlled the target
size. Time to collision was varied by adjusting the
duration of the waveform.
The nonspherical rotating object was simulated as
follows. First we multiplied a segment of a sinusoidal
waveform by the output of the AWG. Then we added
this product, appropriately scaled, to the output of the
AWG, and used the resulting voltage to control the
vertical diameter of the spot. The horizontal size of the
spot (x-axis) was controlled by the output of the AWG
alone. The amplitude of the sinusoid was set so that the
maximum ratio between the vertical and horizontal
dimensions of the spot was 2:1 and the minimum value
of this ratio was 1:1. The starting phase of the sinu-
soidal oscillation determined the rotation condition.
For the END–SIDE condition (Fig. 2), the phase was
locked to 0° at the beginning of the trial. In the
SIDE–END condition (Fig. 2), the phase was locked to
90° at the beginning of the trial. In both these condi-
tions the frequency of the oscillation was 0.2 Hz (i.e.
90° rotation every 1.25 s).
2.2.2. Procedure
We used the following method to verify that observ-
ers had based their responses on the task-relevant vari-
able and ignored all task-irrelevant variables. For any
given mode of expansion, the set of test trials were
divided into four equal subsets. Within the first subset,
the ratio uH:(duH:dt) and rate of expansion (duH:dt)
had zero correlation (uH was the instantaneous subtense
of the target’s horizontal width); within the second
subset the ratio uH:(duH:dt) and presentation duration
(Dt) had zero correlation; within the third subset the
ratio uH:(duH:dt) and the increase of size during a
presentation (DuH) had zero correlation; within the
fourth subset the ratio uH:(duH:dt) and size at time
t0 [i.e. (uH)t0] had zero correlation. Each of these
five variables had the same range of values within each
of the four stimulus subsets, so that the observer had
no way of knowing to which subset any given stimulus
belonged. Therefore the observer could not use differ-
ent response strategies for different subsets.
Two modes of expansion were interleaved on a trial-
to-trial basis. One mode was expansion without shape
change, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (SPHERE). The other
mode was expansion with shape change, either as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 (END–SIDE) or as illustrated in Fig. 2
(SIDE–END). This gave a total of 288 test trials in any
given run. They were presented in random order. The
reference stimulus was expansion without shape change
as illustrated in Fig. 2 (SPHERE). Its TTC (2400 ms)
was equal to the mean of the TTCs signalled by the
horizontal diameters of the set of test stimuli; its rate of
expansion, starting size, increase of size, and presenta-
tion duration were equal to the corresponding means
for the test stimuli.
Each trial consisted of a reference and a test stimu-
lus. The test was always presented second for reasons
that will become obvious.. The two presentations were
separated by a blank interval of 500 ms. Observers were
instructed to signal whether the TTC was longer for the
second presentation than for the first (reference)
presentation.
2.2.3. Analysis of data
Psychometric functions were generated by plotting
the percentage of ‘TTC longer in the first than in the
second presentation’ responses versus the ratio [uH:
(duH:dt)]t0 for the test stimulus, where angle (uH)t0
was the target’s horizontal diameter at time t0, and
[uH:(duH:dt)]t0 was the relative rate of expansion of
the horizontal diameter at time t0. Probit analysis
was used to estimate the Weber fraction for discrimi-
nating TTC. The Weber fraction was defined as equal
to 0.5{{[uH:(duH:dt)]t0}75{[uH:(duH:dt)]t0}25:
{[uH:(duH:dt)]t0}REF},where {[(uH:duH:dt)]t0}75 and
{[(uH:duH:dt)]t0}25 were, respectively the test values of
[uH:(duH:dt)]t0 that gave 75 and 25% ‘TTC longer in
the first than in the second presentation’ responses and
{[uH:(duH:dt)]t0}REF was the reference value.
To check that observers ignored trial-to-trial varia-
tions in the task-irrelevant variables, response data
were also plotted against (duH:dt)t0, Dt, DuH and
(uH)t0, and Weber fractions for these task-irrelevent
variables were calculated in an analogous manner to
that just described (DuH was the change in angular size
within the horizontal meridian during the presentation
duration Dt).
2.2.4. Obser6ers
Two observers participated. Observer 1 was a male
aged 32 years with uncorrected visual acuity of 6:6 in
left and right eyes. He was paid an hourly fee and was
naive as to the aims of the experiment. Observer 2
(author R.G.) was male, aged 28 years with uncorrected
visual acuity of 6:6 in left and right eyes.
2.3. Results
First we estimated the relative weighting that observ-
ers gave to contribution of task-relevant and task-irrele-
vant variables. Fig. 3A–H shows psychometric
functions for isotropic expansion (SPHERE, Fig. 2)
collected from observer 1. Data points for Fig. 3A–D,
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Fig. 3. Discrimination of time to collision with a simulated approaching sphere using monocular information only. Psychometric functions are
shown for test trial subsets 1 (A, E), 2 (B, F), 3 (C, G) and 4 (D, H). For any given subset, the two variables plotted were orthogonal within the
subset. Values relative to the appropriate reference are plotted as abscissae in panels A–H. Observer 1.
respectively plot the percentage of ‘TTC longer in the
first than in the second presentation’ responses versus
the task-relevent variable {i.e. [uH:(duH:dt)]t0} for test
stimulus subsets 1–4. The psychometric functions were
steep in all four cases; Weber fractions were 0.11
(S.E.0.02), 0.10 (S.E.0.02), 0.12 (S.E.0.03), and
0.11 (S.E.0.02) in panels A–D, respectively. These
Weber fractions were similar for all four subsets of test
stimuli — as would be expected if the observer’s dis-
crimination responses were based on the ratio uH:(duH:
dt). The data shown in Fig. 3A–D were collapsed to
obtain the Weber fraction given in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3A and E show psychometric functions derived
from TTC discrimination responses to test stimulus
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subset 1. The abscissa in Fig. 3E is the initial rate of
expansion of the target’s horizontal diameter [i.e. (duH:
dt)t0]. Recollect that (duH:dt)t0 and the ratio [uH:
(duH:dt)]t0 were orthogonal within test trial subset 1.
The Weber fraction was 8.4 times larger in Fig. 3E than
in Fig. 3A5, indicating that the observer’s responses
were far less influenced by trial-to-trial variation in
(duH:dt)t0 than by trial-to-trial variations in the task-
relevant variable [uH:(duH:dt)]t0. We went on to cal-
culate the ratios between the Weber fractions in Fig. 3
(B and F), (C and G) and (D and H).
We regard the lowest of the four ratios as a measure
of the degree to which we can be confident that the
observer based his TTC discrimination responses on
trial-to-trial variations of the task-relevent variable [uH:
(duH:dt)]t0 while ignoring trial-to-trial variations in
all the following task-irrelevent variables: rate of expan-
sion, presentation duration, total size change and start-
ing size. This confidence ratio was 6.6. We concluded
that the observer based his responses on trial-to-trial
variations in the task-relevent variable and ignored
trial-to-trial variations in all four task-irrelevent vari-
ables. [The confidence ratio statistic has been used
previously in a different context (Kohly & Regan,
1999).]
The sets of eight psychometric functions obtained for
the END–SIDE nonisotropic expansion and for the
SIDE–END nonisotropic expansion were not greatly
different from those shown in Fig. 3A–H. In particular,
observers based their responses on the task-relevent
variable while ignoring all four task-irrelevent variables
[for both observers the confidence ratio was very high
(greater than five) in all the three conditions]. Weber
fractions and standard errors are given in the left half
of Fig. 4 (MONOCULAR ALONE).
The Weber fractions set out in Fig. 4 for isotropic
expansion (SPHERE) were not significantly different
from the Weber fractions for either of the two cases of
nonisotropic expansion. For observer 1, the results of
two-tailed t-tests comparing isotropic and nonisotropic
conditions were as follows: t(6)0.9, P\0.2 for the
END–SIDE expansion; t(6)0.3, P\0.5 for SIDE–
END expansion. Corresponding results for observer 2
were t(6)1.3, P\0.2 and t(6)2.0, P\0.05.
Next we asked whether there was any difference in
the matched TTC for the END–SIDE, SPHERE and
SIDE–END conditions in this condition of monocular
information only. We took the point of subjective
equality of TTC (i.e. the 50% point on the psychometric
function) as the measure of matched time to collision.
The relevant data are given in Fig. 5.
Note that the matched TTCs in the SPHERE condi-
tion were obtained by comparing same with same (i.e.
matching the TTC of the test SPHERE with the TTC
of the reference SPHERE), and can be regarded as
providing a baseline control for any adapting effect
(Gray & Regan, 1999a) that might have been produced
by the reference stimulus (i.e. the reference SPHERE
expansion, that was always presented first). In point of
fact, the matches in the SPHERE condition were very
close to the reference TTC of 2400 ms (horizontal
dashed lines), indicating that no significant adaptation
was produced by the reference stimulus.
Fig. 5 shows that the TTCs matched to the reference
TTC were shorter than 2400 ms for the END–SIDE
target and longer than 2400 ms for the SIDE–END
target. Both shifts were significant (two-tailed t-tests):
Fig. 4. Weber fractions for discriminating time to collision in Experi-
ment 1. The vertical bars show 91.0 S.E. (A) Observer 1. (B)
Observer 2.
5 Stimuli were placed to maximize efficiency in estimating the
Weber fractions for plots of response probability versus the task-
relevent variable, as, for example, in Fig. 3A–D. The points were not
well placed to estimate the much higher Weber fractions for psycho-
metric functions with much lower slopes such as, for example, Fig. 3E
— nor were they intended to be. It is clear to visual inspection that
the Weber fraction in Fig. 3E is far higher than in Fig. 3A, and one
can calculate how much higher with tolerable precision up to a ratio
of roughly 20:1. Beyond this point the ratio becomes less certain
(though it is definitely more than 20:1). For example, if the curve in
Fig. 3E were horizontal rather than almost horizontal, the ratio
would be infinite. We point this out only for completeness; it has no
bearing on the conclusions of this paper.
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Fig. 5. The tops of the large bars indicate the values of matched TTC
for data collected in Experiments 1 and 2. The matched TTC (i.e. the
point of subjective equality) was defined as the value of uH:(duH:dt)
at the 50% point on the psychometric function. The reference TTC of
2400 ms (horizontal dashed line) was always presented first, and was
always a SPHERE stimulus. The finding that the matched TTC was
close to the reference TTC of 2400 ms when the test (second presen-
tation) simulated an approaching sphere (black bars) indicates that
the reference presentation had a negligible adapting effect at the time
of the test presentation.
the task-relevent variable (i.e. TTC) while ignoring
almost totally all task-irrelevent variables implies that
they could restrict their attention to trial-to-trial varia-
tions in the relative rate of increase of the END–SIDE
and SIDE–END targets’ horizontal diameters while
totally ignoring trial-to-trial variations in the relative
rate of increase of the targets’ vertical diameters.
But, although discrimination thresholds for TTC
were the same in all the three simulation conditions
shown (i.e. the slopes of the psychometric functions
were the same), a difference between the SPHERE and
the two nonspherical conditions was observed. The
difference showed up in the locations of the 50% points
on the psychometric functions.
We conclude that the ability to discriminate TTC
does not necessarily imply the capability to make accu-
rate estimations of absolute TTC and that, although
observers can discriminate trial-to-trial variations in
TTC by attending selectively to expansion in one (here
the horizontal) meridian, their judgements of absolute
TTC are influenced by expansion along more that one
meridian. Our proposed explanation is as follows.
As already mentioned, there is experimental evidence
that a comparison of values of u:(du:dt) across differ-
ent meridians of the retinal image precedes the genera-
tion of a motion-in-depth signal (where u is the angular
diameter of the object’s retinal image along an arbitrary
meridian) (Beverley & Regan, 1979a, 1980). Thus, if we
assume that the absolute value of TTC is based on the
perceived speed of motion in depth, the errors in the
matched TTCs for the simulated nonspherical rotating
objects can be understood as follows: because the rela-
tive rate of increase of uV was more than the relative
rate of increase of uH (3:1 compared with 2:1), the TTC
of the target END–SIDE was perceived to be shorter
than that of the isotropically expanding SPHERE
target, even though the values of [uH:(duH:dt)]t0 were
identical for the two targets (both 2:1); and because the
fractional increase of uV was less than the fractional
increase of uH, the TTC for the target SIDE–END was
perceived to be longer than that of the isotropically-ex-
panding target, even though the values of [uH:(duH:
dt)]t0 were identical for the two targets.
3. Experiment 2
3.1. Purpose and rationale
The aim of Experiement 2 was to measure Weber
fractions for discriminating the TTC with the simulated
approaching objects used in Experiment 1 in the situa-
tion that binocular as well as monocular cues to TTC
were available.
Our reason for suspecting that the addition of binoc-
ular information might affect judgements of TTC was
END–SIDE, t(6)7.8, PB0.001; SIDE–END,
t(6)5.3, PB0.016.
Similar results were obtained for observer 2. Corre-
sponding statistics were as follows: END–SIDE, t(6)
4.5, PB0.01. SIDE–END, t(6)8.0, PB0.001.
2.4. Discussion
The finding that observers were able not only to
discriminate differences of 10% or less between the
TTCs of the approaching spherical and rotating non-
spherical objects, but to base these discriminations on
6 Although the expanding sphere was presented twice as many
times as the changing-shape expanding targets, there was no differ-
ence in the statistical power for the nonspherical and the spherical
condition, because data for the sphere were analyzed separately for
the condition in which it was paired with the SIDE–END stimulus
and the condition in which it was paired with the END–SIDE
stimulus.
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by analogy with our previous finding that, when the
monocular cue to TTC was rendered inadequate by the
small size of the approaching object to the point that
observers were unable to perform the task at all, accu-
rate estimates of absolute TTC could be made when
binocular information was added (Gray & Regan,
1998).
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Apparatus and procedure
The apparatus and procedure were as described for
Experiment 1 except that binocular as well as monocu-
lar information about TTC was available. It has been
shown that, for an object approaching the observer at





where I is the interpupillary separation and dd:dt is the
rate of change of horizontal relative disparity (Regan,
1995). Our method of adding binocular information has
been described previously (Gray & Regan, 1998).
The addition of binocular information introduced yet
another task-irrelevant variable: the total change in
disparity (Dd). To check that observers did not base
their judgements on Dd we varied Dd and I:D(dd:dt)
orthogonally in one of the four sub-sets of the test
trials.
3.2.2. Analysis of data
Data were analysed along the lines described for
Experiment 1 except that in Experiment 2. we also
plotted response data versus Dd.
3.3. Results
Both observers based their responses on the task-
relevent variable while effectively ignoring all five task-
irrelevent variables. (For both observers the confidence
ratio was never less than seven in all conditions tested.)
Although the Weber fractions were all smaller than the
corresponding Weber fractions found in Experiment 1
(Fig. 4), the differences were not statistically significant.
Our main finding was that the small errors in the
matching TTCs shown in Fig. 5 (MONOCULAR
BINOCULAR) were not significant.
3.4. Discussion
We conclude that adding binocular information con-
siderably reduced errors in matching the TTC of a
simulated reference sphere, though Weber fractions for
discriminating TTC were not significantly lowered.
4. Experiment 3
4.1. Purpose
Although a low discrimination threshold for TTC is
a requisite for making reliably accurate and precise
estimates of absolute TTC, it is not sufficient. In princi-
ple, an observer might be able to discriminate two
values of TTC that differed by only 10% both of which
were estimated with an absolute percentage error that
was much larger than 10%. Accordingly, the purpose of
Experiment 3 was to measure the error in estimating
absolute TTC for the three kinds of retinal image
expansion illustrated in Fig. 2 in the following condi-
tions: both binocular and monocular information were
available; only monocular information was available.
We also measured errors in estimating absolute TTC
for a simulated approaching sphere with binocular in-
formation as the only cue to TTC.
An important difference between, on the one hand
Experiment 3 and, on the other hand Experiments 1
and 2, was that no reference TTC was provided visually
in Experiment 3: each trial was a single presentation.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Apparatus and procedure
The apparatus was the same as in Experiments 1 and
2. We used a multiple-staircase tracking procedure to
measure estimated time to collision. The procedure is
described fully in Gray and Regan (1998). In brief, the
target was presented for a duration that varied from 0.5
to 0.9 s. Some time after the target had disappeared (at
the designated time to collision) the computer that
controlled the experiment triggered a brief click whose
timing could be set to within 0.001 s. The observer’s
task was to press one of two buttons according to
whether he judged that the simulated object would have
arrived before or after the click. Nine staircases were
interleaved in any given run. We used three values of
(uH)t0 (0.40, 0.65 and 0.90°), and three fixed values of
designated time to collision (1.8, 2.2 and 2.6 s). No
feedback was provided.
4.2.2. Analysis of data
The difference between the designated and visually-
estimated TTC (signed according to overestimation or
underestimation) for each of the nine staircases in any
given run was obtained by calculating, for each of the
four kinds of stimulus, the percentage difference be-
tween the designated time to collision in that particular
staircase and the value of [(uH):(duH:dt)]t0 corre-
sponding to the 50% convergence point of that particu-
lar staircase. We therefore obtained a total of 27
estimates of time to collision for any given kind of
stimulus. The mean percentage error of each set of 27
estimates was then calculated.
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Table 1
Summarized results of subjecting response data on perceived time to collision to stepwise regression analysisa
R2Next most significant variableObserver Condition Most significant variable R2
NA1 Monocular END-SIDE NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.75
0.80Monocular SIDE-END duH:dtuH:(duH:dt) 0.42
NAMonocular SPHERE NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.91
Monocular [fast rotation] DuuH:(duH:dt) 0.910.86
NA1 NAM and B END-SIDE uH:(duH:dt) 0.86
NAM and B SIDE-END NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.79
Dt 0.93M and B SPHERE uH:(duH:dt) 0.89
NAM and B [fast rotation] NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.81
NABinocular [constant shape and size] NAI:[D(dd:dt)] 0.83
NA2 Monocular END-SIDE NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.73
TTC 0.84Monocular SIDE-END DuH 0.55
NAMonocular SPHERE NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.87
NAMonocular [fast rotation] uH:(duH:dt) NA0.8
0.902 M and B END-SIDE DuuH:(duH:dt) 0.78
Dt 0.87M and B SIDE-END uH:(duH:dt) 0.75
NAM and B SPHERE NAuH:(duH:dt) 0.80
DuM and B [fast rotation] 0.79uH:(duH:dt) 0.73
NABinocular [constant shape and size] I:[D(dd:dt)] NA0.85
a The third column lists the most significant variable whose R2 value is listed in column four. Column 5 lists the next most significant variable.
When this second variable was taken into account, the R2 value increased (column 6). M and B, monocular plus binocular information available;
uH, horizontal diameter of target (see Fig. 2); I, distance between observer’s eyes; D, distance of simulated object; d, relative disparity of simulated
object; NA, not applicable; Du, change in angular subtense of simulated object during the presentation; Dt, presentation duration.
Observers were instructed to base their responses on
the perceived TTC with the simulated approaching
object. In principle, however, observers might not base
their responses entirely on the task-relevent variable. To
check this point we subjected their responses to stepwise
multiple regression analysis, entering the following vari-
ables: [uH:(duH:dt)]t0; (uH)t0; [duH:dt ]t0; DuH
in the monocular information only condition, and the
same five variables plus Dd in the binocular plus monoc-
ular information condition.
4.3. Results
Columns 3–6 in Table 1 set out the results of subject-
ing the response data to stepwise regression analysis. The
main psychophysical finding was that observers could
not perform the task at all or, at best, performed poorly
in the SIDE–END condition of nonisotropic expansion
when estimates of TTC were based on monocular infor-
mation only7. For observer 1, the task-relevant variable
accounted for only 42% of the variance, while the
task-irrelevent variable duH:dt accounted for a consider-
able amount of additional variance. For observer 2, a
task-irrelevent variable (DuH) accounted for most of the
variance. Performance was good in all other conditions,
the task-relevant variable accounting for a high propor-
tion of the total variance.
Fig. 6A shows errors in estimating time to collision for
observer 1 in the condition that estimates were based on
monocular information only. In accord with most
(Schiff & Detwiler, 1979; Cavallo & Laurent, 1988; Gray
& Regan, 1998), but not all (Heuer, 1993) previous
reports, the TTC with the simulated approaching spher-
ical object was underestimated. For observer 1, the
underestimation was 8.5%.
In accord with our finding in Experiment 1 the
END–SIDE stimulus was perceived as having a signifi-
cantly shorter (by 8.5%) TTC than the isotropically-ex-
panding SPHERE stimulus [t(52)3.46, PB0.001].
Allowing for the fact that the TTC for the SPHERE
stimulus itself was underestimated, the total error for the
END–SIDE stimulus was a 17% underestimation. For
the SIDE–END stimulus, stepwise regression analysis
showed the TTC estimates to be unreliable (see below),
because the observer was strongly influenced by task-ir-
relevent variables: these data are marked NR (not
reliable) in Fig. 6A.
Fig. 6C shows that observer 2 gave similar results. The
perceived TTC for the END–SIDE stimulus was a
13.6% underestimate of the correct value, an error that
was significantly greater (by 7.4%) than the perceived
TTC for the isotropically-expanding SPHERE stimulus.
In the monocular information only condition, the
rapidly-rotating nonspherical simulated object had es-
sentially the same perceived time to collision as the
simulating spherical object [observer 1: t(52)1.1, P\
0.2; observer 2: t(52)0.69, P\0.2].
Fig. 6B and D shows errors in estimating time to
collision in the conditions that either binocular infor-
7 Observers stated that the impression of motion in depth was
considerably weaker than in the SPHERE condition.
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Fig. 6. Errors in estimating time to collision for a simulated spherical approaching object SPHERE and for a simulating approaching nonspherical
object that was rotating slowly END–SIDE and SIDE–END. (A, C) Only monocular information available. (B, D) Binocular and monocular
information available. In the binocular alone condition, the simulated object was spherical and did not expand. * NR signifies that the
measurement was not reliable: one observer placed more weight on a task-irrelevent variable than on the task-relevent variable; the other did not
ignore task-irrelevent information. (A, B) Observer 1. (C, D) Observer 2.
5. General discussion
We conclude that, although observers can estimate
absolute time to collision with good accuracy using
monocular information alone when the approaching
object is spherical, they may be unable to reliably and
accurately estimate absolute time to collision when a
nonspherical object makes only part of a rotation dur-
ing the viewing time in the condition that only monoc-
ular information is available8.
Even when estimates of TTC are based chiefly on
monocular task-relevent information rather than
monocular task-irrelevent variables [as for the END–
SIDE type of expansion illustrated in Fig. 2], estimates
may be wrong by up to 17%. The situation is qualita-
tively worse for the SIDE–END kind of retinal image
expansion depicted in Fig. 2: observers are unable to
ignore task-irrelevent variables and may even base esti-
mates on a task-irrelevent variable. This failure is con-
mation alone or both binocular and monocular infor-
mation were available. Fig. 6B and D shows that the
addition of binocular to monocular information dra-
matically improved the accuracy of estimating absolute
time to collision not only (as reported previously) for
the simulated spherical object (Gray & Regan, 1998),
but also for the simulated rotating nonspherical object.
More importantly, in the SIDE–END simulation con-
dition the addition of binocular to monocular informa-
tion enabled the observers to perform the task correctly
by ignoring task-irrelevent variables.
We used a repeated-measure ANOVA to compare,
over all condition used, errors in estimating TTC, enter-
ing INFORMATION (monocular versus monocular
plus binocular) and CONDITION [SPHERE, END–
SIDE; SIDE–END; RROT, i.e. fast rotation]. When
both binocular and monocular information was avail-
able, errors were significantly smaller than when only
monocular information was available [F(1, 1)67,
PB0.05]. Errors were also significantly smaller in the
isotropic-expansion (SPHERE) condition than in the
conditions of non-isotropic expansion [F(3, 3)10.38,
PB0.05].
8 Though object shape has no effect on discrimination threshold for
time to collision.
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sistent with the previous proposal that the motion-in-
depth cue to TTC is severely degraded when the frac-
tional rate of expansion of an object’s retinal image is
considerably smaller along one meridian than along a
perpendicular meridian (Beverley & Regan, 1979a)9.
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 indicate that, by
utilizing binocular information the capability of making
reliable and accurate estimates of TTC can be restored
in the case of the SIDE–END target, and errors in
estimating time to collision can be reduced considerably
in the case of the END–SIDE target.
We should note, however, that although visual sensi-
tivity to changing-disparity can extend well beyond the
roughly 10 m range of stereoacuity (Regan, Kaufman &
Lincoln, 1986), this extension of range is governed by a
tradeoff between the object’s speed and the square of its
distance, so that useable binocular information is still
restricted by the distance of the approaching object10.
Therefore, in practice it may be necessary for the
observer to monitor information about time to collision
on a moment-by-moment basis, because the binocular
information required to correct the misleading monocu-
lar information may not be available until very shortly
before completing the motor action required to avoid
or achieve collision.
On the face of it, our proposed explanation for errors
in estimating absolute TTC in the SIDE–END, and
END–SIDE conditions of a slowly-rotating nonspheri-
cal approaching object on the basis of monocular infor-
mation is not consistent with our finding that errors
were small when the simulated rapidly-rotating non-
spherical target completed one or more rotations during
its approach. The relative rate of expansion within the
vertical and horizontal meridians would differ through-
out the approach, just as it does in the SIDE–END
and END–SIDE conditions. This finding is discussed
in the Appendix.
In a series of papers we have developed a model,
schematically outlined in Fig. 7, of the early visual
processing of the changing-size and changing-disparity
information in the retinal images of an approaching
untextured object, and the consequent generation of
motion-in-depth perception (Regan & Beverley,
1978a,b, 1979a,b, 1980, 1981; Beverley & Regan,
1979a,b, 1980, 1983; Regan, Erkelens & Collewijn,
1986; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan & Vincent, 1995;
Vincent & Regan, 1997)11. In this paper we report that
the binocular (RATE OF CHANGE OF DISPARITY
input in Fig. 7 to the stage at which the motion in
depth signal in generated (MID) assumes an important
role when the approaching object is nonspherical and
rotating especially when the rate of rotation is low.
Errors in estimating absolute time to collision in the
monocular information only condition fell short of
what one would expect if perceived time to collision
were based on the mean of the different times to
collision signalled by the rates of expansion of the
diameter of the retinal image in different meridians. For
Fig. 7. Schematic of the processing of changing-size, changing-dispar-
ity and of encoding TTC. The boundaries of a solid untextured
rectangular retinal image are shown by the dashed line. LM: Filters
that respond to local motion along the arrowed line. Their outputs
(a, b, c, d) assume a magnitude that is linearly proportional to local
speed and a sign that corresponds to the direction of motion. RM:
One-dimensional filters whose outputs signal the speed and sign (i.e.
expansion vs. contraction) of relative motion along some given retinal
meridian. MID: Two-dimensional relative motion filter that is most
efficiently excited by expansion of the retinal image when the expan-
sion is isotropic, i.e. provided the k1(a–b)k2(c–d) where k1 is
inversely proportional to the height of the image and k2 is inversely
proportional to its width; the output of the MID stage signals motion
in depth. The MID filters also receives input from a filter whose
output signals the rate of change of relative disparity. Modified from
Fig. 1 in Regan and Beverley (1979b) and Fig. 2 in Regan et al.
(1986).
9 We chose an axis of rotation perpendicular to the frontal plane
because this is the extreme case. Our conclusions will generalize to
any other fixed axis of rotation, because the maximum and minimum
values of du:dt will lie along orthogonal meridians for any given fixed
axis of rotation. It is not self-evident that our conclusions would hold
for a rotating object whose axis of rotation exhibits precession,
because the maximum and minimum values of du:dt would then not
lie along fixed meridians.
10 It is well known that the disparity (Dd) of a point object at
distance (DDD) relative to a point object at distance D is approx-
imately equal to IDD:D2 where I is the observers interpupillary
separation (provided that DDD). Hence, if a point object moves
directly towards the eyes from distance D to distance (DDD)
within Dt s, then Dd:Dt:IDD:D2Dt. If we let Dt0, then dd:dt
(I:D2)(dD:dt)IV:D2 where V is the speed of the point object. If
the object is moving at constant speed it follows that dd:dtI:Dt,
where tau (t) is the time to collision. Expressing this in words: (1) As
distance D is progressively increased, the value of dd:dt produced by
an approaching object will rise above the fixed detection threshold
(dd:dt)Thresh at progressively shorter values of tau; (2) For any given
value of tau the magnitude of the dd:dt signal falls off linearly with
distance (whereas for any given increment of distance, the change in
static disparity falls off with the square of distance).
11 An elaborated version of Fig. 7 describes the early processing of
an approaching textured object (Gray & Regan, 1999b).
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example, in the END–SIDE condition depicted in Fig.
2, uV increased by a factor of 3.4 while uH doubled,
whereas in the SPHERE condition both uV and uH
doubled. If perceived TTC were based on the average
of uH:(duH:dt) and uV:(duV:dt), then we would expect
that perceived TTC for the END–SIDE target would
be roughly 33% less than for the SPHERE target. But
the difference was only about 8% of the designated
TTC (Fig. 6).To account for this finding we assume
that, when only monocular information is available, the
perceived TTC is determined by an average of u:(du:
dt) over different meridia of the retinal image (where u
is the instantaneous angular diameter of the retinal
image along a given meridian) and that the averaging
process assigns different weights to different values of
u:(du:dt). This suggestion is consistent with previous
evidence (Beverley & Regan, 1979a, 1980).
Fig. 6A–D shows that, in the case of isotropic ex-
pansion (SPHERE), TTC is underestimated when only
monocular information is available and overestimated
when only binocular information is available, and that
when both monocular and binocular information is
available the total error is roughly equal to the alge-
braic sum of the two component errors. This is not the
case when binocular and monocular information are
combined for the END–SIDE kind of nonisotropic
expansion illustrated in Fig. 2; a comparison of the
white bar in Fig. 6A with the hatched and white bars in
Fig. 6B indicates that the binocular information domi-
nates. The same conclusion held for observer 2 (Fig. 6C
and D). We conclude that the two kinds of information
are weighted roughly equally when expansion is
isotropic, but when expansion is nonisotropic, as in Fig.
1A and B, binocular information is weighted more
heavily than monocular information. This unequal
weighting has the effect of favouring the more unequiv-
ocal and hence more reliable information.
5.1. Summary
We conclude that when attempting, on the basis of
monocular information (tau) alone, to estimate the time
to collision with an approaching nonspherical object
that is rotating slowly, observers are either unable to
perform the task at all, or make large errors. When
stereo information is added, estimates become accurate.
Implications include the following. (1) Players attempt-
ing to catch a tumbling American football or a tum-
bling rugby ball are commonly advised to keep their
eyes on the ball right up to the last instant of its flight.
We assume that the reason for this common wisdom is
that stereo information is only available at close range.
(2) Highway drivers who lack stereoscopic depth per-
ception might be at a disadvantage when attempting to
merge safely with traffic on a rotary. (3). Simulators for
training medical emergency helicopter pilots to thread
through high-rise buildings en route to landing on the
roof of a downtown hospital might be more effective if
they provide stereo as well as monocular information.
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Appendix A
Many textbooks have been written on the analysis of
human-designed linear systems and the various meth-
ods are highly developed and well understood (e.g.
Aseltine, 1958; Bracewell, 1965; White & Tauber,
1969a,b). The charm of linear systems analysis is that
one method applies to any system provided that the
system is linear. Nonlinear systems analysis is a differ-
ent proposition: there are an indefinitely large number
of kinds of nonlinear systems; no method is valid for all
the different kinds; and the mathematical challenges
can be far more severe than in linear systems analysis.
But both the static and dynamic behaviour of a linear
system is severely restricted, and its range of possible
behaviours is narrow (Hirsch & Smale, 1974). And, as
noted by Reichardt and Poggio (1981, p. 187), writing
on the topic of neural information processing, ‘— every
nontrivial computation has to be essentially nonlinear,
that is not representable (even approximately) by linear
operation’. One general approach to the understanding
of complex human-designed nonlinear systems is called
structural analysis. A second general approach is called
functional analysis or mathematical analysis. In the
analysis of a multi-input multi-output system the aim of
this second kind of nonlinear systems analysis is to
write equations that allow the system’s outputs to be
predicted from a knowledge of the system’s inputs. The
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resulting functional model may contain many subsys-
tems, even parallel sequences of subsystems, to each of
which is assigned an equation relating its output to its
input (Blaquie`re, 1966; White & Tauber, 1969a,b). In
complex nonlinear human-designed systems it is in
general a nontrivial task to relate structure to function
or to relate function to structure. For example a nonlin-
ear system may have properties that cannot, in princi-
ple, be assigned a location within the system. And the
sequence of processing in the functional model may
have little relation to the physical layout of the system’s
component parts.
Turning to the analysis of complex nonlinear biolog-
ical systems, the structural and functional approaches
are, perhaps, best regarded as complementary (Mar-
marelis & Marmarelis, 1978; Mountcastle, 1979). In
vision research, the psychophysical approach corre-
sponds to functional nonlinear systems analysis. Fig. 7
sets out our proposed functional model of the physio-
logical system that underlies our perception of motion
in depth and estimates of time to collision with an
approaching object. As with any other functional
model, it is a theoretical construct, and there is no
general requirement to bear in mind the physical struc-
ture of the system when designing the model.12 Our
model contains several subsystems, some of whose be-
haviour is approximately linear and one of which is
strongly nonlinear. The following is a brief outline.
The boxes marked LM respond to local motion
along a particular direction, and signal both direction
(e.g. leftwards, rightwards) and speeds. Either Re-
ichardt or elaborated Reichardt detectors would fill the
requirement for the LM subsystems (Reichardt, 1961;
Van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Reichardt, 1986). There
is evidence that for input speeds appreciably greater
than zero the output of an LM box is linearly related to
its input to within 95%, and that an essential nonlin-
earity that is evident when retinal image speed is close
to zero is linearized by the instability of the retinal
image that is present when the head is not on a bite bar
(Regan & Beverley, 1980).
An RM subsystem rejects any common component
of velocity signaled by the two LM subsystems that
feed it; its output is proportional to the difference
between the velocities of retinal image contours at two
locations (Regan & Beverley, 1978a, 1980; Beverley &
Regan, 1979b). The output of an RM subsystem is
scaled by a factor k that is inversely proportional to the
distance between the two LM subsystems that feed it.
Thus, the output [k1(a–b)] of the upper RM box in Fig.
7 is proportional to tau for the vertical meridian of the
dotted image, and the output [k2(c–d)] of the lower
RM box is similarly proportional to tau for the hori-
zontal meridian of the dotted image (Regan & Ham-
stra, 1993).
The MID subsystem is Fig. 7 generates an output
that supports the perception of motion in depth (Regan
& Beverley, 1979b). But retinal image expansion does
not necessarily generate an output from the MID box.
The two-dimensional organization of image expansion
is a major factor. The MID subsystem contains a
nonlinear element that distinguishes between isotropic
and nonisotropic expansion of an object’s retinal image
(Beverley & Regan, 1979a, 1980). The input to this
nonlinear element is some relation between k1(a–b) and
k2(c–d) such as their ratio or their difference. Optimal
response to retinal image expansion is obtained when
their ratio is unity, i.e. their difference is zero. A
comparison of our findings for slow rotation and fast
rotation offers some insight into the dynamics of this
nonlinearity. In the SIDE–END and END–SIDE con-
ditions (Fig. 1) we supplied a transient (i.e. nonrepeti-
tive) input to the nonlinear element. The result was that
the MID stage did not respond to retinal image expan-
sion in the same way as when expansion was isotropic:
observers reported that the resulting perception of mo-
tion in depth was weak. In the 2.0 Hz rapid-rotation
condition (RROT) the ratio (and the difference) be-
tween k1(a–b) and k2(c–d) oscillated at 2.0 Hz. The
MID subsystem was not disabled, and a transient ramp
of retinal image expansion produced an output from
the MID subsystem. We conclude that the nonlinear
element within the MID subsystem was unable to re-
spond to this 2 Hz variation and, therefore, has a time
constant of more than 0.5 s. Next we note that the
generation of a motion-in-depth signal by the MID
subsystem fails at approximately 2 Hz when the eye is
stimulated by isotropic oscillations of size, so that this
process also has a time constant of roughly 0.5 s
(Regan & Beverley, 1979b, Fig. 3). As a result of this
sluggish time constant, the output of the MID subsys-
tem produced by the transient ramp of expansion in the
RROT condition is, in effect, time-averaged to give an
accurate representation of tau.13
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